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ABSTRACT
As users get connected with new-generation smart programmable
phones and Personal Digital Assistants, they look for geographic
information and location-aware services. In such a scenario, de-
velopers need infrastructures and standards in order to provide ge-
ographic data and cartographic tools to a wide set of applications
and small mobile devices. GIS market offers a rich set of pow-
erful tools for geographic information management, but a simple
and lightweight protocol to easily add cartographic functionalities
to mobile applications is still missing. This paper presents the
compact Geographic Markup Language (cGML), a custom version
of GML tailored for mobile devices. By using small tags, server
side pre-projected and pre-scaled coordinates, it allows develop-
ment and deployment of map-based software for mobile phones
and PDAs with strong constraints on connection, CPU and mem-
ory.
Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.5.m [Information Systems]: Miscellaneous; D.2 [Software]:
Software Engineering
General Terms
Performance, Experimentation, Languages
Keywords
XML, mobile cartography, GML, J2ME
1. INTRODUCTION
The diffusion of hand-held devices (like Personal Digital As-
sistant, PDA), new generation of programmable cellular phones
(SmartPhone) and the availability of development environments for
such devices have made possible the design and development of
new kind of software. Mobile users require specialized applica-
tions for mobility support and personal information management.
Many of such applications are specialized for geographic data man-
agement and cartographic presentations (i.e. navigation systems,
interactive maps for tourism and commerce). Current mobile car-
tographic systems are based on ad-hoc approaches, tailored for a
specific device. Moreover, they are stand-alone applications, aimed
only to support user mobility. At the same time, software devel-
opment for mobile devices and web applications is moving from
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digital mapping and travel assistant applications to Location Based
Services (LBS) [3], in which content and information is filtered ac-
cording to user position. The need for embedded maps into general
purpose application is emerging.
2. GEOGRAPHIC DATA FOR MOBILE AP-
PLICATIONS
There are mainly three approaches to mobile cartography imple-
mented in commercial products. A common solution is based on
native application and data installed on client device. Such an ap-
proach doesn’t require any Internet connection: all data has been
stored locally on the device before the trip.
Another one is based on a web application: the user connects
to a web site which provides a form-based interface. The user can
specify a zoom factor, a search key and preferences about map de-
tails but each result is always a static, non-interactive sequence of
images. Moreover, such an approach requires a permanent Internet
connection, in order to submit queries and get results.
The last one mixes the twos: the user browses the map service
using a PC and transfers final (static) map to the target device. Dur-
ing his trip, the user doesn’t need an Internet connection but he will
not be able to modify pre-loaded map.
These three approaches share a common drawback: they are
stand-alone applications. They are not (nor can be) integrated with
other application, like an agenda or a address book. This is not a
issue for very specific applications (like professional cartographic
programs), but often a large set of mobile application need a simple
map-like representation of geographic data (and maps are only an
”accessory” functionality, not a must). A new scenario emerges:
simple maps should be retrieved remotely and described in a plat-
form independent format. Such a solution can be easily imple-
mented with web services technology and XML-based languages.
3. ENCODING GEOGRAPHIC DATA IN A
XML LANGUAGE: GML
The Geography Markup Language (GML) is an open standard
for encoding geographic information in a XML language defined
by the Open GIS Consortium. It is not related to any specific hard-
ware or software platform: data encoded using it can be easily read
and understood by any programming language and software sys-
tem able to parse XML streams. GML encodes vector geograph-
ical information together with metadata on spatial and non-spatial
resources. GML can be easily converted in a different language
using standard XML transformation facilities (XSLT). There are
Table 1: Comparison between some GML and cGML tags
GML cGML
FeatureCollection FtCl
FeatureMember FtMb
LineStringMember LnStMb
coordinates cd
commercial and open source tools that translate GML data into
SVG format, in order to display maps on standard plug-ins. Some-
times SVG is not suitable for target applications, since they need to
access data model (GML) instead of getting a ”plottable” represen-
tation of such a model (SVG or other).
4. GEOGRAPHIC DATA FOR MOBILE DE-
VICES: COMPACT GML (CGML)
There are mainly two drawbacks in using GML for mobile de-
vices. First, it is memory- and bandwidth-consuming for storage
and transfer respectively. Moreover, maps described with it have to
be projected and scaled before being plotted. These characteristics
make the GML not directly accessible with small devices.
Starting from these considerations, we tried to customize and re-
duce GML size in order to make cartographic data accessible from
mobile devices. Long GML tags has been substituted with shorter
ones (see Table 1). Output file remains human-readable, but con-
siderably smaller. At a first sight it could be considered a trivial
strategy, but it permits to reduce bandwidth and memory occupa-
tion by 60%. Moreover, since it uses a static, well-known vocabu-
lary, no computation has to be performed to decompress incoming
stream.
As said before, GML data has to be projected and scaled before
painting operations. Coordinates express geographic locations with
high definition, with more details respect to actual user needs and
visualization capabilities of the device. Anyway, projecting and
scaling geographic data can be unpracticable on small appliances,
since many devices (e.g., all MIDP-compliant mobile phones) have
not a native support for floating-point math. Therefore, maps sent
to mobile devices could be pre-projected and pre-scaled by the
server, according to the device profile of client machine (screen
size, color depth, memory size). Such a strategy permits to easily
plot geographic data with a few computation, with up to three in-out
zoom factors. Since cGML is tailored at runtime for actual client,
it adds some tags to GML syntax for encoding device dependent
information.
5. ARCHITECTURE
We have tested cGML on a web service that exports geographic
data provided by a GIS service to a Java client. The client requests
maps from the server by providing absolute coordinates of required
area, name of layers and device profile. Query format is not com-
plitely defined, we are still working on it and testing a template-
based approch, in which the client send a ”blank” cGML file as
request. In order to test map data provisioning on real devices,
two cGML engines has implemented, running on a PersonalJava-
compliant PDA (Compaq iPAQ) and J2ME/MIDP enabled Smart-
Phone (Nokia 7650) respectively. The former has been tested with
a wireless 802.11b connection, while the latter used a GPRS con-
nection. Both tests have shown that the adoption of cGML model
optimizes bandwidth usage and improves rendering process (since
no calculation must be done to plot the map on the screen).
Figure 1: cGML provisioning through a web service
6. RELATED WORKS
Other works [2] has shown that map provisioning for mobile de-
vices requires a complex infrastructure to be implemented. cGML
can simplify application implementation and deployment, by means
of XML-based language and web services infrastructure. In the
field of User-Adaptative Maps [3], it has been shown that it is
not enough to focus on adaptations to technical parameters (device
characteristics, QoS, Location) but maps need to be dynamically
generated according to a wider range of variables. cGML is on-fly
generated according to device profile, but it can be tailored accord-
ing to any other user (or device) property (specified in the query
sentence).
7. CONCLUSIONS
GML provides an open standard to exchange geographical data
but is not suitable for low-end mobile devices. We have proposed
a compact version of GML (cGML), based on short tags and en-
coded with pre-projected and pre-scaled coordinates, according to
target device profile. In our approach, it acts as model and view
at the same time; data model can be totally transferred to client
device for caching and local operations without a permanent con-
nection to the server. cGML keeps some key features of GML: it is
platform independent (while it is session dependent), easily exten-
sible, human readable. It has been used in the e-MATE project [1],
where it has been a key component in the development of multi-
modal location-aware distributed applications for wireless devices.
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